VI. Selected Bibliography (Heb621) revised Sept 2012 (esp. links)

Grammar and Syntax


Word Study Tools


*Even-Shoshan, A. A New Concordance of the Bible. 2nd ed. Jerusalem, 1993. Latest edition has verse numberings in English unlike the first one (library copy).


**Websites**

http://www.animatedhebrew.com/lectures/index.html
Lectures based on Ross’s grammar


http://hebrewresources.com/weblinks.php?cat_id=6 some sub-links for Heb fonts; several sub-links broken

http://californiafonts.com/category/hebrew/page/1 variety of Hebrew fonts including paleo-hebrew and Samaritan

http://biblical-studies.ca/biblical-fonts.html Hebrew font links

http://www.biblestudytools.com/lexicons/hebrew/nas/ BDB lexicon coordinated to NASB.

http://www.theology.edu/fonts.htm Heb., Greek & Ugaritic fonts, etc.

*Excellent bibliography & analysis of grammars http://biblical-studies.ca/hebrew/intro_hebrew.html

*Excellent analysis of advanced grammars, lexicons, concordances (including Kohlenberger/Swanson Heb-English Concord to OT with NIV) http://biblical-studies.ca/hebrew/mastering-hebrew.html

*http://oi.uchicago.edu/research/pubs/catalog/cad/ For study of Akkadian cognates--download pdf of *Chicago Assyrian Dictionary* [abbreviated CAD]

http://call.en.huc.edu Comprehensive Aramaic Lexicon Search by Aramaic transliteration or English gloss (word). Includes Biblical Aramaic++--meaning given also in Syriac.